
Chapter 1

Introduction

Rationale

Traditional education has been based on producing knowledgeable persons 

and providing individuals with concepts, values and skills required to function 

reasonably well in the world. Accordingly, educational systems consist o f primary 

schools, secondary schools, technical institutes and colleges and universities. 

Individuals who meet the standard o f each level are permitted to graduate to the next 

one. In other words, learning is perceived as being terminal.

This perception is appropriate, as viewed by Boud (1981) however, only in 

a world o f relative stability in which people can function reasonably well for the rest 

o f their lives on the basis o f what they have learned.

The new assumption about the purpose o f education, on the other hand, is to 

produce autonomous lifelong learners. I f  lifelong learning is to be an organizing 

principle for all education, the primary mission must be the development o f the skills 

o f self-directed inquiry rather than the inculcation o f subject matter content.

The field o f Higher Education is not limited only to the physical boundaries 

and traditional missions and functions o f a so-called “ campus” . It has been 

wellknown for some decades that a branch o f Higher Education has also extended into 

organizations such as industry and business under the department o f Human Resource 

Development (HRD), which in practice is carrying out the functions o f Higher 

Education. These functions include curriculum development, teaching and learning, 

research and evaluation and academic services. In other words, organizations in 

industry and business can become learning organizations through the functions o f
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Marquardt and Engel (1993) shared their view that the ability o f 

organizations to compete globally w ill depend significantly on the quality and level o f 

HRD in the organization. HRD is the ultimate key to executing the bold visions and 

strategies needed for global success. Organizations that compete globally must now 

compete for the most important resource — talent. The difference between failure and 

success w ill depend on how well organizations select, train and manage their 

employees. Training must be the focus through which the nutrients enter into the 

organizational system. Training can provide translocation for the whole system.

Twenty years ago, educational theorists distinguished between two types o f 

adult learning — university education and skill-based training:

• University education is defined in terms o f the goals the individual 

sets; training is defined by objectives set by the institution.

• University education can be judged only in the long-term; training 

has short-term, measurable results.

• University education is for use in multiple, open systems; training 

is for use in a single, confined system.

According to Aubrey and Cohen (1995), however, in today’s organizations, 

learning is starting to resemble the university model more than the training model. 

Large organizations today are retooling their training systems in terms o f learning. 

Learning at work is no longer focused only on short-term skills or limited in context. 

With rapid knowledge turnover and fast-changing careers, individuals have become 

the center o f the learning system.

Marquardt and Reynolds (1994) emphasized that a growing number o f 

organizations are aware that individual learning and traditional training programs and 

procedures are not an adequate response to their learning needs. Organizations have 

to increase their capacity to learn i f  they are to function successfully in an 

environment that includes continual mergers, rapid technological changes, massive 

social change, and increasing competition. To compete and survive, organizations 

now have to demonstrably increase their capacity to do the following:
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• Accelerate the development o f product and process innovation.

• Anticipate and adapt more readily to changing environmental factors.

• Become more proficient at learning from competitors and collaborators.

• Expedite the transfer o f knowledge from one part o f the organization to 

another.

• Learn more effectively from their mistakes.

• Make greater organizational use o f employees at all levels.

• Shorten the time required to implement strategic changes.

• Stimulate continuous improvement in all areas.

Marquardt and Reynolds (1994) also pointed out that organizations 

achieving these accomplishments would gain a significant competitive advantage. 

Many workers recognize that they cannot learn all that they need for their jobs because 

the knowledge demands are growing exponentially. An organizational learning 

culture helps ease those feelings. In addition, i f  the organization supports 

continuous growth and learning, the possibility o f becoming more self-actualized 

and fu lfilled in one’s work increases.

Even though the concept o f the learning organization is quite new in 

Thailand, it is feasible for Thai organizations to become learning organizations. Such 

a possibility mainly depends on the vision o f the organization’s top leaders and how 

successfully the new system changes the behavior o f constituencies.

Many organizations in both private and public sectors in Thailand have 

taken great interest in promoting a learning culture. One such organization is the 

Siam Commercial Bank, where the former president, Dr. Olarn Chaipravat, has 

introduced the learning organization concept. The bank has reorganized and 

implemented strategies that support the behavioral change towards becoming a 

learning organization.

From a study conducted by Sangjan (1997) o f the employees o f the Siam 

Commercial Bank, it can be concluded that creating a learning organization in
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Various strategies were used at the bank to initiate changes. The 

organization was flattened to meet customer needs. Although the system supported 

the structural changes, however, behavioral changes may take time due to the 

traditional educational system o f rote memory learning rather than on capabilities o f 

acquiring knowledge, creativity, and problem solving skills, which impacts the Thai 

personality for strengthening their self-learning.

An extensive review o f definitions, principles, and theories as well as 

research findings from Thailand and abroad reveals few studies on learning 

organizations in Thailand. However, it is critical for Thai organizations to be aware 

o f learning organization principles in order to survive in the knowledge society we 

have recently entered. Therefore, the following implications can be stressed:

1. To survive and prosper in the 21st century, Thai organizations must 

adopt a new way o f managing, especially in their capacity to learn and change 

consciously and quickly. Developing a learning organization culture w ill help them 

remain competitive and learn faster. The transformation cannot be accomplished, 

however, without the change agent or a catalyst, which o f course is the HRD function. 

In the learning organization, the role o f HRD professionals is to encourage and 

facilitate widespread, spontaneous learning throughout the organization — top down, 

bottom up, crisscross, or side by side.

2. HRD professionals must direct their efforts away from specific, 

task-oriented instruction and concentrate on promoting self-development and critical 

thinking skills.

3. From the definition o f a learning organization, HRD professionals 

must provide learning opportunities at different levels, from rudimentary front-line 

training to middle management education to senior-leadership seminars.

4. To develop a learning organization, there must be commitment and 

leadership from top management. According to Kramlinger (1992), HRD 

professionals must work with the executives to encourage a learning organization by:

T h a ila n d  is  p o ss ib le , e sp e c ia lly  in  the  p r iv a te  secto r w hose  to p  leaders to ta lly  su pp o rt

the  concep t.
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• Introducing the learning organization concept in the executive 

development courses

• Volunteering to serve as learning consultants for every business 

problem that requires people to change what they do

• Introducing the idea into the management development 

curriculum that w ill help them encourage learning at lower 

levels

• Teaching them more listening and negotiating skills so that 

every interaction with other departments becomes an act o f 

learning

• Volunteering to facilitate sessions with managers and their 

subordinates to draw out good ideas from everyone

• Sponsoring cross-functional workshops on current business 

issues

• Rewriting all training materials to focus on outcomes involving 

quality and customer satisfaction

• Teaching courses that emphasize versatility, listening, problem 

solving and risk taking to build up the skill base necessary for 

independent learning

• Adding application modules to existing courses so that learners 

get experience in immediate application and a chance to share 

what they have learned

• Creating forums for employee ideas

5. There are many more strategies which HRD professionals can use 

depending on the organizations where they work. A  review o f the literature regarding 

learning organizations in Thailand suggests that it w ill be challenging for Thai 

researchers. Culture, which consists o f values and the socialization process, does 

affect people's learning styles. To be an effective learning organization in the Thai 

culture, Thai values and the socialization processes have to be considered. Learning 

emphasizes team process and open communication. Systems thinking is also 

essential.
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6. The five disciplines o f Senge (1990) should be considered in 

developing a learning organization. These are systems thinking, personal mastery, 

mental models, shared vision and team learning. The model for implementing 

strategies to build a learning organization in Thailand must be applicable for the Thai 

culture.

7. The learning organization is an exciting concept for HRD 

professionals. This is a chance to expand their role to include not only changing the 

threshold o f skills in the organization, but also to become partners in the 

transformation o f the entire organization.

Having reviewed the literature o f concepts and theories o f a learning 

organization, the researcher wishes to further study how much the concept o f a 

learning organization is applicable to Thai organizations, especially in the public 

sector.

Objectives of the Study

1. To study and analyze theories, principles and practices regarding a 

learning organization.

2. To develop an appropriate learning organization model via Human 

Resource Development (HRD) Unit for Thai organizations.

3. To test the validity' o f the model by a case study in Thai Airways 

International Public Company Limited via the Human Resource Development 

Department.

Scope of the Study

The research is focused on the HRD Department as a higher educational 

unit to survey two types o f organizations - service enterprises and higher education 

institutions.

1. Service enterprises, further categorized into 2 subsets:

1.1 Thai public and private enterprises

1.2 Multinational private enterprises
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2. Thai higher education institutions as service organizations, further 

categorized into 2 subsets:

2.1 Public institutions

2.2 Private institutions

3. Selection o f Thai

A Conceptual Framework of the Study
Figure 1 shows a conceptual framework in developing a learning 

organization model via the HRD department. HR.D acts as a change agent or as a 

catalyst to initiate changes. Theories and concepts o f learning organizations, Thai 

culture and organizations, and the role o f human resource functions must be clearly 

understood and integrated in order to develop a learning organization model.

To Goleman (1998), HRD functioning as a change agent is necessary for 

developing a learning organization model. The role o f HRD is to encourage and 

facilitate learning in every direction o f the organization — top down, bottom up, 

crisscross, side by side and as partners. As a catalyst, HRD professionals must 

initiate or be able to manage change competently. They must recognize the need for 

change and remove barriers. They must challenge the status quo and enlist others in 

the pursuit o f change. Finally, they must model the change expected o f others.

Marquardt and Engel (1993) described HRD departments as education units 

or as extensions o f higher education. HRD functions or departments can include 

anything from a single training activity to the entire system for achieving strategic 

goals within an organization. It is a very dynamic, multi-disciplined, and evolving 

field that draws upon education, management science, psychology, communication, 

economics, organizational behavior, philosophy, and sociology.



F ig u re 1 A C onceptual Fram ew ork in D ev e lo p in g  a Learning O rganization M odel V ia  Human R esource D evelop m en t Unit

THEORIES AND PRINCIPLES OF LEARNING 
ORGANIZATION
A Asa Product (Outcome)

(Argyris and Schon, 1978, Shrivastava, 1983, March and 
Olsen, 1975)

B Asa Continuous Process (Senge, 1990, Boydell and 
Burgoyne, 1991)

c  As Both Product and Process (Watkins and Marsick, 1992) 
D Différent Models by Different Scholars

- Lemming Organization Action Imperatives 
(Watkins and Marsick, 1992)

- Organization Learning System (Schwandt, 1992)
- Global Learning Organization 

(Marquardt and Reynolds, 1992)
- The Learning Organization (Slater and Narver, 1995)
- Organizational Elements that Contribute to Establishment 

of Learning Organization (Sharrtt and Field, 1992)
- The Faster Learning Oganization (Guns, 1996)
- System Learning Organiztion Model (Marquardt, 1996)

IDEAL LEARNING ORGANIZATION
A Philosophy : Examining, enhancing and improving every

business experience, and how we experience thenv (Luthans, 1998) 
B Management Practices : Encourage experiments, facilitate 

examination, promote constructive dissent, model learning, 
acknowledge failures. (Luthans, 1998) 

c  Employees : Gather and use information 1 constructively 
dissent (Luthans, 1998)

D Double-Loop and Generative Learning Organization ; Change 
itself, and learning from the change as part of the cultural 
values and structure. (Argyris and Schon, 1978, Senge, 1990)

E Three Major Dimensions or Characteristics:
- the presence of tension - system thinking
- culture facilitating learning (Luthans, 1998)

F Human-Oriented Culture Values (Luthans, 1998)
G. Factors that Facilitate Learning Organization

- Strategy / Vision
- Individual and Team Practices
- Executive Practices
- Managerial Practices
- Climate
- Organizational / Job 

Structure
- Information Flow 
(O’Brien, 1994)
Peter Senge’s Five Learning Desciplines
- System Thinking - Personal Mastery
- Mental Model - Shared Vision
- Team Learning 
(Senge, 1990)

- Work Processes
- Performance Goals / Feedback
- Training/Education
- Rewards and Recognition
- Individual and Team Development

THAI ORGANIZATION AND CULTURE 
A Structure and Process

- High-Power Distance - Collectivists
- Gap among levels of management - Hierarchical structure
- Provide clear cut rank - Work in context of group and

responsibilities are shared.
(Holmes and Tangtongtavey, 1996; Hofstede, 1987)

B Employees
- Ambiguity and confusion - Know their duties toward each other
- Loyalty toward an individual more than organization or one’s profession
- Ability to be moderate, and to control one’s emotron
- Language serves as expression of respect among non-equal 

C Corporate Learning Culture
- Not encourage people to make mistakes or to take initiatives 
(Holmes and Tangtongtavey, 1996, Hofstede, 1987)

D Organizational Climate : - Concern for subordinate.
- Emphasis of maintaining good personal relationship
- Relax between job - not to exchange view in meeting/receive information only
- Difficult to make job performance interview (Holmes and Tangtongtavey. 1996)

E. Psychology of the Thai People : Values and Behavioral Patterns.
1. National Character in Nine Value Clusters

- Ego Orientation - Grateful Relationship Orientation
- Fun-Pleasure Orientation - Smooth Interpersonal Relationship Orientation
- Religion-Psychical Orientation - Flexibility and Adjustment Orientation
- Interdependence Orientation - Achievement-task Orientation
- Education and Competence Orientation (Komin, 1990)

2 Cultural Relativity and Management
- “Face-saving” is a key criteria in handling all person-related decisions, particularly 

negative ones
- Benevolent paternalistic leadership style and a personals with a "soft” and polite 

approach often guarantees co-operations
- New system can be indoctrinated due to loosely commitment to any ideology

_______ (Komin, 1990)______________

HRD MODEL AS A CHANGE AGENT
1 Catalyst (Arousal, Relationship Building)
2 Solution Giver (Resource Search, Solution Application)
3 Process Helper (Arousal, Definition/Diagnosis, Solution Application, Relationship

Building, Resource Search)
4 Resource Linker (Resource Search, Definition / Diagnosis) 
 Havelock and Zlotolow (1995)

> THAI LEARNING 
ORGANIZATION

00
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Definitions of Terms Used

Learning organization is defined as a place where people continually 

expand their capacity to create the results they truly desire, where new and expansive 

patterns o f thinking are nurtured, where collective aspiration is set free, and where 

people are continually learning how to learn together, as defined by Senge (1990).

Human Resource Development (HRD) as defined by Madden and Dean 

(1993) is planned, continuous efforts by management to improve employee 

competency levels and organizational performance through training, education, and 

development programs. The broad scope o f the HRD function is reflected in its three 

components: training, education, and development.

Training includes those activities that serve to improve an individual’ s 

performance on a currently held job or one related to it. Showing a worker how to 

operate and a supervisor how to schedule daily production are examples o f training.

Education consists o f activities that are conducted to improve the overall 

competence o f an individual in a specific direction and beyond the current job. 

Seminars designed to develop communication or leadership skills fall into this 

category. Training and education both focus on either currently held jobs or 

predetermined different jobs within the organization.

Development involves learning opportunities aimed at the individual’s 

growth but not restricted to a specific present or future job. It prepares employees to 

keep pace with the organization as it changes and grows.
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Public enterprise or Public corporation is created by and for a

government agency to assist in the discharge o f a public service (e.g. Airport 

Authority o f Thailand), as defined in Dictionary o f Business and Management (1993).

Private enterprise as defined in Dictionary o f Business and Management (1993) is an 

organization o f production in which the business is owned and operated by people 

who take risks and are motivated by the wish to make profit.

Multinational enterprise (MNE) or Multinational business as defined by Fleet and 

Peterson (1994), is a company primarily based in a single country but acquires some 

meaningful share o f its resources or revenues from other countries.

THAI or Thai Airways is short for Thai Airways International Public 

Company Limited

First-Line Manager as defined by Bartol and Martin (1994) are managers 

at the lowest level o f the hierarchy who are directly responsible for the work o f 

operating (non-managerial) employers.

Middle Manager as defined by Bartol and Martin (1994) are manages 

located beneath the top levels o f the hierarchy who are directly responsible for the 

work o f managers at lower levels.

Top Manager as defined by Bartol and Martin (1994) are managers at the 

very top levels o f the hierarchy who are ultimately responsible for the entire 

organization.

Psychology of the Thai People as defined by Komin (1990) is the Thai 

national character that has 9 value clusters according to their relative significant 

positions in the Thai cognitive system. They are:

1. Ego Orientation

2.Grateful Relationship Orientation

3. Smooth Interpersonal Relationship Orientation

4. Flexibility and Adjustment Orientation
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5. Religio-Physical Orientation

6. Education and Competence Orientation

7. Interdependence Orientation

8. Fun - Pleasure Orientation

9. Achievement - Task Orientation

Learning culture is defined by McGill and Slocum Jr. (1993) as (1) 

openness to experience; (2) encouragement o f responsible risk taking; and (3) 

willingness to acknowledge failures and learn from them. In a company with a 

learning culture, everyone — management, employees, customers, and suppliers — see 

opportunities to learn and grow.

Significance of the Study

Globalization and the information society era have unavoidably affected 

Thai society. For Thai organizations or institutions to survive, they too must learn 

faster and adapt to the rapid changes in the environment. A learning organization is 

imperative at the present time. For an organization to survive, it must become 

knowledgeable and adaptive, which entails a process o f change.

Learning organization models that have been developed for Western 

societies may not be effective for Thai organizations or institutions. Thus, although 

the concepts o f a learning organization have been introduced in Thai organizations 

and institutions, a learning organization model that fits Thai culture could be more 

appropriate.

It is the intention o f the researcher to develop an HRD model that w ill 

create a learning culture for Thai organizations and institutions.
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